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Changing Midpoints on Objects
Suppose you want a graphic to fall completely off 
a page. Do the following:

 Create a 1-pixel new document in  
Photoshop on a layer.

 Save the file as a .psd file.

 Place the 1-pixel file in InDesign on a  
Master Page.

	Add the graphic and place on a Master Page

	Group the graphic and the 1-pixel image. 

	Be certain the center point of the grouped objects falls within 
the page border. 

	Follow steps in Tip #1 to export to PDF. 

Breaking Page Borders
Graphics and text that fall off a page can only be handled in Adobe 
InDesign. To design a form with objects breaking page borders, do 
the following:

	Add an object or text to a Master Page.

	The center point of the object must be within the page  
border.

	Choose Object | Interactive | Convert to Button.

	Apply the Master Page to a document page.

	Export to PDF —in the Export Adobe PDF dialog box  
be certain to check the box for Interactive Elements.
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